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'SOCIAL
RELEVANCE' the acid test for the

humanities
hese years of rapid socio-political change in South Africa represent
the 'best of times and the worst of times' for the humanities, says
Professor Gerald Pillay of UNISA's Theology Faculty.
On the one hand, they provide an
excellent opportunity for scholarly
stock-taking and the unleashing of
creativity. They also present new
challenges to our disciplines by providing a host of new problems and
areas of enquiry (a stimulating 'human
laboratory' that will prevent our
societies from becoming introverted and self-indulgent).
Yet on the other hand, he observes, the survival of
several of the humanities has 'never been so uncertain
as in recent times.'
'Except for those disciplines which have an obvious
commercial value in the marketplace, many human science
departments have had to face debilitating budget constraints at all our universities,' he told BULLETIN.
He cited as an example, the funding formula which is
structurally weighted in favour of the natural sciences
at one of the country's largest universities. Prof. Pillay
explained that if a student of the humanities was given the
yalue l, each student in the faculty of science would count
for between 1,5 and 1,7; the higher weighting was for
those science students who required laboratory facilities.
'Over and above the much greater capital costs to fund
the natural sciences, the humanities also provide a subsidy
of almost 50% towards the "running costs" of the natural
and applied sciences,' he noted.

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF
FAVOURING NATURAL SCIENCES
Prof. Pi Ilay said that the development and technological
needs in a country such as ours - with great economic
disparities among its population and the need to redress
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years of injustice - had to be addressed as a matter of
urgency.
However, he expressed concern that if this weighting
was sustained at the expense of the humanities, it would
have a negative effect on the nature and role of the
university in the long term.
'In affluent countries the funding bias towards science
and technology does not necessarily threaten the stability
and growth of the humanities, but in a country with limited
resources, this may quite easily occur,' he remarked.
'The direct impact of this weighting is masked in those
departments such as History, Psychology and Education
which still draw large numbers . For those which do not such as Philosophy, the Classics, Anthropology and
Theology - the effects are more obvious and far reaching.'
Prof. Pi/lay commented that these financial restraints had
been compounded by the move to streamline (or to use
a South African euphemism, 'to rationalize') the university
and to assess the viability of disciplines mainly in financial
terms.
For example, a recent report compiled by several wellknown international experts on distance education recommended that courses with fewer than l 000 enrolments .
should NOT be offered.
Prof. Pillay said the deleterious effects of this rationalization was brought home to him recently at a University
Senate meeting.
' After years of controversy it was finally decided that
Latin was no longer required for those who wish to practice
law. When it became clear that law faculties intended to
back this move, the senate formally removed Latin as a
requirement for a law degree.'This action resulted in the

Latin Department and with it, much of
the Classics being placed on the list of
'academic endangered species' .
Prof. Pillay cited an article entitled
'University Education for the People'
which made the following observations:
'Hitherto the system adopted by the
Science and Arts Departments has
worked successfully, and, up to a
certain point, there is little objection to
it. But the system of payment by results
make the highest class of teaching
almost impossible in classes which
depend principally on the Government
grant. Certain subjects included in the
syllabus ... attract but few students,
and it is only in very large schools that
classes in these subjects can be made
to pay their expenses. The same
remark applies to the honours stages
in nearly all the subjects ... '
Prof. Pillay noted that these comments by William Garnet could well
be referring to the present predicament at South African universities; the
impact of the SAPSE formula by which
our universities receive government
subsidies, the shrinking humanities
departments or the small numbers
enrolled for higher degrees in departments that still draw thousands at
undergraduate level and the cost
implications of that incommensurateness.
Garnet's article, however, appeared
in The Contemporary Review in 1887,
more than a century ago. 'The
problem is perennial;' added Prof.
Pillay, 'the decisions we make, however, affect whole generations.'

FUNDING AND Ti-lE
HUMANl1lES
Local universities, challenged by
social development, reconstruction
and the democratization of institutions
and structures that have hitherto been
racially exclusive, are currently being
required to state their commitment
to, for example, the government's
Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP).
This programme, Prof. Pillay commented, made good sense and surely
had to be supported if the problems
of poverty and development in South

Africa were to be solved . However,
in the scramble to be 'socially (and
politically) in step', Prof. Pillay noted
that 'social relevance' could quite
conceivably become the acid test for
determining whether institutions such
as universities would enjoy government favour and support from public
funds.
'In the hurly-burly of keeping the
university financially afloat, the character of universities must necessarily
change since administrators, facing
leaner and leanet'- budgets, will be
forced to decide on whether the
courses offered are econ9mically
viable.'
Prof. Pillay said that with this kind
of functionalism , those disciplines
that constituted the basis of an Arts
education could well be sharply
curtailed. Even if they still remained,
their teaching and especially research
activities, would be pruned back for
financial reasons.
He warned that this had already
begun to happen and that universities
would begin. to resemble grand technikons if the trend persisted.

?ROf~SS10NAi SOC:lETlES-' iOL.E
lN .MAiN7AINING EX-CHl.ENC::E
AND EQUITY
He pointed out that it was in this
context, that the professional societies
and the Consortium of Human Sciences Societies in Southern Africa
(COHSSSA) had 'a special and
urgent role to play'.
'COHSSSA provides the strength
that comes with pooling limited
resources and forming a strong lobby
against the effects of this new functionalism.' Prof. Pillay said that academic societies had a special function
in safeguarding and stimulating quality
research, ensuring that the peerage
system remained free and open, and
that the mechanisms used to assess
merit and standards were transparent
and representative.
'As the power brokers and
administrators of institutions are busy
re-aligning and positioning themselves
and their institutions in the quest for
credibility and acceptability, academic societies and their literary
vehicles (their journals which constitute

also their public face) have the special
responsibility to promote excellence,'
stressed Prof. Pillay.
He added however, that academic
societies had not always been above
reproach. Criticisms lodged against
some of the societies were that they:
+ remained white enclaves and had
done very little until recently to be
representative of the community
they served;
♦ were often, in practice, led and
influenced by an academic cabal
which controlled their programmes
and journals;
♦ had for years constituted a 'local
club' with little or no international
input (many of their members had
only published in their local journal);
♦ had stringent entrance requirements
(modelled after the old continental
academies), which had done little
to stimulate graduate studies or help
in the post-graduate development
of hitherto disadvantaged South
Africans;
♦ had been hijacked by a particular
school of thought with little tolerance for other approaches.
Many had polarized along the
language and cultural interests of
English and Afrikaans and black
scholars had become alienated from
the life of these societies;
Furthermore, the effort and costs of
their annual gatherings were incommensurate with the research output of
their members. Prof. Pillay said that
faced with the numerous examples of
imbalances in representation ·and a
history of inequality, universities and
professional societies committed to
excellence could no longer simply
'pay lip service to equity.'
' It is impossible to achieve or
maintain adequate standards of
excellence if the pool of talent from
which the best is drawn, is limited or
confined,' he said.
In conclusion, Prof. Pillay stressed
that academic societies had to
recognise their special responsibility
in helping to protect the academic
enterprise from acts of mere political
expediency and to free it to be truly
transforming. ♦
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